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Adiabatic decoupling for 1H{19F} 

 
- [best: get  zghfigqn.adia.UW from us] Use pulse sequence (pp)  zghfigqn.adiabatic. Copy to 

new file since it has to be changed.  

- [best: get  zghfigqn.adia.UW from us]  In the new pp file change:  sp15 to sp31 and p15 to p63  
for channel F2.  Double check that this is correct for your probe using the Relations.info file 
located in folder /opt/topspin3x/exp/stan/nmr/lists/pp.  Our relations file as of 2015Oct12 reads as 
follows: 

;SH[12](F2) default+triple+triple2+ triple_na sp31:f2 – shaped pulse 180 degree 
                                                                                    (adiabatic decoupling) 

;SHPW[12](F2)    default+triple+triple2         p63:f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse  
                                                                                    (adiabatic decoupling) 
 

- Note: pl12 arguments (on F2) in pp are from composite pulse decoupling and are not used for 
adiabatic decoupling. They likely can be removed from the pp. 

- For the following steps, there must be a 90 pulse calibration in edprosol for 19F on the “decouple” 
channel.  If one is not in your edprosol, it may be sufficient to copy in the calibration from the 
“observe” channel.  Calculations of the adiabatic shapes rely on this decouple pw and power. 

- Open shapetool (stdisp). 

- From the flow bar:  

   
 choose:   shapes  adiabatic shapes  

smoothed chirp .  

- Fill in all required parameters:  size of 
shape, total sweep-width, length of pulse 
and % smoothing. 

- One can also open a similar shape 

through    and change parameters.  

- Create 3 pulses using shapetool:    

crp32,1.5,20.2; crp48,1.5,20.2  and  crp64,1.5,20.2  .   

These read as: 

  Chirp adiabatic pulse 

     xx kHz  –  bandwidth in kHz 

   yy ms  –  length of pulse in ms 

   zz  –  % smoothing 

   .n  –  size of shape as n1000 points 

- Save under the above names in the /user folder. 

- Always(!) do an   nmr_save   in TopSpin before editing the prosol table. 
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- Add adiabatic pulses to prosol table (type  edprosol  to open table).  

 Choose “observe” 1H and “decouple” 19F as nucleus from dropdown menu and click on the shape 
pulse tab.  The adiabatic pulse needs to be added in position 12 according to the Relations.info 
file.  

 

 

- Click on the dots  next to the 2nd column (“decouple” filename) and choose the shaped pulse 
you made. Add the pulse description “adiabatic decoupling” to the first column in the popup. In 
the 3rd column (PuW [s]) add 1500 s as pulse length. The power level (Pw [W]) will be 
calculated.  

- Save the pulse description in the first column by clicking Edit  Save 
Pulse Descriptions.  

- Then save the pulses using File  Save. This requires the administrator 
password.  If it asks for 19F  or  Generic, do not check Generic! 

- Load a standard 1H{19F} parameter set (e.g., zgfhigqn30.2) and change the pp to 
zghfigqn.adia.UW.  Check ased and make sure that the adiabatic pulses and power levels are 
correctly imported. 

- Run spectrum. 


